2000 infinity

Purchased in when Infiniti launched new redesign of I30t model. There is a flaw with this car and
that is the rust that builds on the radiator mount under the car. This mount also connects with
the front motor mount. Car has been garage kept. I know of others that have seen this also. I
can feel its affect on the car's performance and handling. Cost to repair isn't worth the value of
the car. If choosing to buy, note to look for this. However the car is great. I will truly miss it. I
recently got this car from my dad with , miles on it, and those miles were put on aggressively;
my dad has a lead foot. He traded it for an M There are some minor issues: oxidized headlight
lenses, slightly rough transmission, a few burned out bulbs. A few months ago the radiator fell
out of its rusted housing, but not the car. Besides that, there have been no major issues. The
interior is still in great condition, some signs of wear on the drivers seat. Some rust issues; in
the top of the wheel well and underneath the car not noticable unless you're jacking it up but
thats my dads fault for not washing off road salt. If you take care of it, it will take care of you.
Great car. Have over , miles on it but I have only had to replace the catalytic converter at about ,
so very reliable great buy! Car purchased new. At car began to self destruct, power seat,
alternator, SES light, new brakes at 55K, transmission slip, engine ping. All service at dealer. At
60K SES light on again, brake calipers bad. Am I still a happy customer? Like the new G35, but
would I buy another Infiniti? Doubt it. Bought this car with 77k miles. Up until 97k there wasn't a
problem. At 98k I needed all new wheel bearings, radiator was leaking, trans. Is leaking. Did tun
up and air filter. Now, at k I notice a little slip in the trans. Between 1st and 2nd. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the I View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Great car! Items
per page:. Write a review See all I30s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the I Sign Up. In ,
Infiniti released a luxury sport-utility vehicle based on the then-new Nissan Pathfinder. The
problem was not that people disliked the mechanics, driveability or appearance of this truck;
they just couldn't get around the fact that the QX4 offered little, other than full-time 4WD and an
impressive Infiniti warranty, to distinguish itself from the already-capable Pathfinder. The critics
might have cried foul, but the buying public seemed not to notice. The QX4 has been a strong
seller for Infiniti, outpacing the optimistic projections that Infiniti had for this sport-ute. In its
first year out, the QX4 received an award from J. Power and Associates in their initial quality
study, ranking the QX4 the best compact sport-utility vehicle. Seems that those who did buy
this truck were pretty darned happy with the purchase. So what is it that people like about the
QX4? Well, there is the full-time 4WD system that offers drivers the security of having maximum
traction without having to change gear levers or control knobs. Called All-Mode 4WD, the
system employs a wet multiplate clutch in the center differential that shifts power between the
front and rear wheels depending on road surface conditions. It does this by monitoring power
distribution and wheel slippage via electronic sensors in the front and rear differentials, a
throttle position sensor, and a transfer unit sensor in the antilock braking system. The unit
ensures that the tires have traction by shifting up to 50 percent of the power to the front wheels
if the rear wheels start to slip. Last year, Infiniti added side airbags with head protection, UV cut
glass, new halogen headlights with a multiparabola reflector, black rear privacy glass which
replaced the previous bronze , automatic cut-off headlights, an Infiniti Immobilizer System, five
new paint colors and the company retained the accessory power for the sunroof and windows.
This year, only the emissions system has been improved. Despite these upgrades, the
similarities between the QX4 and the Pathfinder keep us from highly recommending the Infiniti,
especially with a more powerful version of both the QX4 and the Pathfinder due to arrive soon.
The QX4's price premium offers a better warranty and dealer experience, but for our money we'd
stick with the Nissan. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak V6 engine, price premium compared to Pathfinder is
unjustified. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the QX4
for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices
drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Underpowered and overpriced. The less expensive Nissan
Pathfinder is our choice. Vehicle overview. Infiniti's luxury SUV gets minor improvements to its
emissions system but is otherwise a carryover from the model year. A more powerful QX4 will

be available soon as a model. Read more. Write a review See all 12 reviews. This is the most
reliable vehicle I have ever owned. Bought used at 47K miles and now have 90K. Didn't know
warranty went to 70K but never needed. Traded in a Odyssey for this QX4 and had a volvo
wagon before that. No comparison. This truck is great on the highway, safe in the snow and
good offroad think skid plates and real 4wd. The important difference from the Pathfinder is the
Nissan Skyline transmission and extras. Real gas milage is consistent 19MPG. Good trailer
towing capacity. Read less. I have to honestly tell you, that I really Love my QX4 and it is very
very dependable with no repairs so far and it so sturdy on the highways. I love to drive this SUV
on the highways since the seats are comfortable and the car rides very smooth and is very easy
to handle. The styling is unmistakably luxiurious as it was the first luxury suv and the build
quality is fanastic. I highly recommend people to buy these QX4s as well as the all new Infiniti
FX35, because these SUV have a great reliablity, fun-factors, styling, and a decent price for what
they offer. My first car. I love it but I'm always lagging behind all my friends. Interior is very
comfortable and upscale. Been in my family for three plus years and NEVER had to be taken in
for service other than scheduled checks. Power was increased significantly for the model which
is a pain. If it were faster it would be up there with the x5 in my book. Look forward to replacing
it with G35 coupe or Fx35 Qx4's replacement. Very reliable. I have owned this vehicle for 3
years. It is great to drive, has loads of cargo space, is luxioursly comfortable inside and has a
dynamite Bose system. It is well insulated from road noise, drives crisply and rides well. If you
can find a clean one, go for it. It has all the bells and whistles you would expect from a luxury
SUV. I was looking for a 4Runner but found this sitting next to it. Wasn't that impressed with the
Toyota, but fell in love with the QX4. It only had miles on it. Now has 35k. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the QX4. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Vehicle
History. Vehicle Listing Details. Visit Nicky V's Auto Sales online at Carfax structural damage,
Runs and drives OK, Has new battery, Interior wear, Tires OK, Has oil leaks, body damage, paint
peel, rust, scratches, dents and dings see pics. It looks like the only vehicles matching your
search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to
get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZI
1756 if6i wiring diagram
wikipedia tacoma
chrysler pacifica dashboard symbols
P code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Trim Touring 3 Base 1. Engine Details Transmission Automatic
3 Manual 1. Engine Type Gas 2. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 4. Cylinders 6 cylinders 2. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No

accidents. Title issue. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 4 out of 4 listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Great car! Purchased in when Infiniti launched new redesign of I30t model. There is a flaw with
this car and that is the rust that builds on the radiator mount under the car. This mount also
connects with the front motor mount. Car has been garage kept. I know of others that have seen
this also. I can feel its affect on the car's performance and handling. Cost to repair isn't worth
the value of the car. If choosing to buy, note to look for this. However the car is great. I will truly
miss it. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

